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Adenoviral vector–mediated gene transfer to primitive human hematopoietic
progenitor cells: assessment of transduction and toxicity in long-term culture
Karen L. MacKenzie, Neil R. Hackett, Ronald G. Crystal, and Malcolm A. S. Moore

Adenoviral gene transfer to primitive
hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs)
would be useful in gene therapy applica-
tions where transient, high-level trans-
gene expression is required. In the pres-
ent investigations, we have used an
adenoviral vector expressing the green
fluorescent protein (AdGFP) to quantify
transduction of primitive HPCs and as-
sess adenoviral-associated toxicity in
long-term culture. Here we show that a
cytokine cocktail protects mass popula-
tions of CD34 1 cells and primary colony
forming unit–cultures (CFU-Cs) from tox-
icity, enabling transduction of up to 79%
of CD341 cells. Transduction of CFU-Cs

and more primitive HPCs was quantified
following fluorescence activated cell sort-
ing for green flourescence protein expres-
sion. Our results demonstrate transduc-
tion of 45% of primary CFU-Cs, 33% of
week-5 cobblestone area forming cells
(CAFCs), and 18% of week-5 CFU-Cs.
However, AdGFP infection inhibited prolif-
eration of more primitive cells. Although
there was no apparent quantitative change
in week-5 CAFCs, the clonogenic capac-
ity of week-5 AdGFP-infected cells was
reduced by 40% ( P F .01) when com-
pared with mock-infected cells. Adeno-
viral toxicity specifically affected the
transduced subset of primitive HPCs.

Transduction of primitive cells is there-
fore probably underestimated by week-5
CFU-Cs and more accurately indicated by
week-5 CAFCs. These studies provide the
first functional and quantitative evidence
of adenoviral transduction of primitive
HPCs. However, further investigations
will be necessary to overcome adenoviral
toxicity toward primitive HPCs before
adenoviral vectors can be considered a
safe option for gene therapy. (Blood.
2000;96:100-108)
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Introduction

Genetic modification of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) is a much
pursued goal that has been met with limited success. To date, most
attempts to transduce HSCs have used murine leukemia virus
(MLV)–based retroviral vectors. Although MLV-based vectors
transduce CD341 progenitor cells with reasonable efficiency,
analysis of progenitor subsets and results from gene therapy trials
indicate that the most primitive progenitor cells are more resistant
to retroviral infection.1-5 This problem may be attributed to HSC
quiescence6,7 and to the necessity for mitosis for integration of
MLV-based vectors.8,9 Efficient retroviral gene transfer to hemato-
poietic progenitor cells can be achieved following cytokine pre-
stimulation of CD341 cells. However, the standard cytokine
cocktails employed during prestimulation may be detrimental to
primitive hematopoietic repopulating cells.10,11In addition, retrovi-
ral transduction of human hematopoietic cells is restricted by
limited availability of retroviral receptors on target cells.12

Considering the obstacles surrounding retroviral infection of
HSCs, recombinant adenoviral vectors are promising alternatives
for gene delivery to HSCs. In contrast to retroviral vectors,
adenoviral vectors efficiently infect nondividing cells. Hence
cytokine prestimulation is not required, and quiescent hematopoi-
etic cells are feasible targets for adenovirus-mediated gene transfer.
Also, the cell surface molecules involved in adenovirus attachment
and entry are expressed by CD341 cells. For the majority of

susceptible cell types, adenovirus attachment is mediated via a
high-affinity association of the viral fiber protein with the cox-
sackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR).13,14 We have recently
shown CAR messenger RNA (mRNA) expression in CD341

cells.15Alternative receptors and viral proteins may also play a role
in adenoviral attachment, particularly at high multiplicities of
infection (MOI) or when CAR expression is limiting. For instance,
adenovirus serotype 2 binds to mature monocytes via a fiber-
independent mechanism that is mediated by interaction ofb2
integrins with the adenoviral penton base.16 Regardless of the mode
of initial attachment, adenoviral entry is promoted by association of
integrins with the penton base.16,17Specifically, theav anda1 (very
late antigen [VLA]) integrins appear to have an important role in
internalization.16-18 It may be significant that VLA4 and VLA5 are
expressed on CD341 cells, including granulocyte/macrophage
colony forming cells (CFU-GM),19,20whereas theav integrins are
not expressed at significant levels on hematopoietic progenitors.

Adenoviral transduction of HSCs is a desirable goal for certain
applications, such as the transient expression cytokines, cytokine
receptors, or other growth regulators that stimulate HSC self-
renewal or homing. Recently, several groups, including our own,
have demonstrated transduction of CD341 progenitor cells using
recombinant adenoviral vectors.15,21,22 However, to date, there is
still no convincing evidence that adenoviral vectors transduce
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subsets of hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) that are function-
ally more primitive. Toxicity at high MOIs apparently limits the
efficacy of adenoviral transduction of CD341 cells.15,21,22Similarly,
various nonhematopoietic cells were reported to be adversely
affected by exposure to high concentrations of adenoviral vec-
tors.23,24 For example, exposure of lung epithelial cells to high
concentrations of an adenoviral vector was shown to restrict
recruitment into the S-phase of the cell cycle and induce apopto-
sis.24 Low-level expression of viral proteins, such as the protein
encoded by adenovirus E4 open reading frame 4, may contribute to
apoptosis or growth arrest of vector-transduced cells.25-27 The
consequences of toxic effects during adenoviral transduction are
clearly an important consideration in gene transfer protocols
targeting HSCs.

In the present investigations, we have used an adenoviral vector
expressing the green fluorescent protein (AdGFP) to assess cyto-
toxic effects and quantify transduction of primitive HPCs. First, we
demonstrate that toxicity toward mass populations of CD341 cells
and primary colony forming unit–cultures (CFU-Cs) can be
minimized by performing adenoviral infections in the presence of a
cytokine cocktail. Second, we quantify transduction of CFU-Cs
and primitive HPCs, read out as week-5 cobblestone area forming
cells (CAFCs) and secondary (week-5) CFU-Cs, using fluores-
cence activated cell sorted (FACS) populations of transduced cells.
Our results demonstrate that primitive HPCs can be transduced
with relative efficiency. However, adenoviral infection was found
to be detrimental to the proliferation of more primitive HPCs.

Materials and methods

Isolation of CD34 1 and CD381/- cells

Frozen units of granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) plus
cyclophosphamide mobilized peripheral blood (mPB) were used as a source
of CD341 cells. The units were specimens from deceased patients who were
previously treated with chemotherapeutic agents for various malignancies.
Leukapharesis products were thawed quickly at 37°C, then mixed with 1/10
volume of anticoagulant citrate dextrose solution (Baxter Health Care,
Deerfield, IL), and diluted 1:1 with 1% fetal calf serum (FCS)/Hanks’
balanced salt solution (HBSS). Mononuclear cells (MNCs) were harvested
by Ficoll-Paque (Pharmacia-Uppsala, Sweden) density gradient separation
and resuspended in 10 mL of 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) fraction V
(Sigma) in HBSS. CD341 cells were selected from MNCs by means of the
CellPro Ceparate System (kindly provided by CellPro, Bothell, WA) and
immunomagnetic beads (Dynal, AS, Oslo, Norway) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, MNCs were incubated with 300 µg of
anti-CD34 monoclonal antibody 11.1.6 (developed by M. A. S. Moore and
available through Oncogene Science, Uniondale, NY) for 30 minutes at 4°C
followed by a wash with 0.1% BSA/HBSS and 30 minutes’ incubation with
sheep antimouse immunoglobulin (Ig)–G1 (Fc) immunomagnetic beads.
The CD341 and CD342 cells were separated on a magnetic separator; then
the CD341 fraction was incubated overnight in Iscove’s Modified Dul-
becco’s Medium (IMDM) with 20% FCS (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD)
to allow the cells to detach from the beads. The purity of the CD341 fraction
was between 87% and 99% according to FACS analysis with the use of
R-phycoerythrin (PE)–conjugated anti-CD34 monoclonal antibody (clone
581, Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Dynal beads were also used for
magnetic separation of CD386 subsets of CD341 cells as described above.
To obtain maximal purity, 2 rounds of selection were performed with the
use of 50 µg anti-CD38 monoclonal antibody (clone H1T2, Pharmingen)
for 2 3 107 CD341 cells.

Adenoviral vectors and infections

Construction of AdGFP and AdNull were previously described.15,28AdGFP
is a replication-deficient, E1- and E3-deficient adenovector that includes a

humanized green fluorescence protein (GFP) gene under transcriptional
control of the cytomegalovirus promoter. AdNull is identical to AdGFP
except AdNull contains no GFP gene. The titer of the adenoviral vector
stocks was determined by plaque formation on 293 cells. We used 3
different stocks of AdGFP in these studies. Titers of AdGFP and AdNull
stocks ranged between 1010 and 1012 plaque-forming units/mL.

For adenoviral transductions, freshly isolated CD341 cells were sus-
pended at 1.53 106 cells/mL in X-Vivo 15 (BioWhittaker, Walkersville,
MD) supplemented with gentamycin and cytokines. Unless otherwise
indicated, the cytokines used for infections were human Flt-3/Flk-2 ligand
(FL, 300 ng/mL) (Imclone, New York, NY), human kit-ligand (KL, 20
ng/mL, Amgen, Thousand Oaks, CA), human interleukin (IL)–1 (IL-1, 100
U/mL) (Syntex, Palo Alto, CA), and human IL-3 (50 ng/mL) (Sandoz,
Basel, Switzerland). Infections were performed by inoculating the cell
suspensions with adenoviral vectors at the specified MOI, then incubating
for 14 hours in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2. At the end of
the incubation period, the cells were washed twice in 20% FCS/IMDM,
resuspended at 23 105 cells/mL in X-Vivo 15 with the same cytokines and
incubated for a further 72 hours before analysis for transgene expression by
FACS analysis. Viability of the cells was monitored throughout the
transduction procedure by trypan blue exclusion.

Flow cytometry

Quantitation of GFP expression and phenotyping for CD34 and CD38
expression was performed by FACS analysis on a Becton Dickinson
FACScan. For CD34 and CD38 determinations, 13 105 cells were washed
in 2% FCS/phosphate buffered saline (PBS), then stained with PE-
conjugated anti-CD34 and/or fluoroscein isothiocyanate (FITC)–conju-
gated anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies (Pharmingen) for 30 minutes at
4°C. Excess antibody was then washed away by resuspending the cells in 1
mL 2% FCS/PBS and centrifuging at 1000g for 6 minutes. Cells were
finally resuspended in 400 µL 2% FCS/PBS for FACS analysis. Dead cells
and debris were excluded from analysis by staining with propidium iodide
(PI) or gating on forward and side scatter parameters. Cell sorting was
performed on a Becton Dickinson FACS Star Plus.

Cell cycle analysis was performed by DNA content analysis of
PI-stained cells 3 days after transduction with AdNull at an MOI of 2000.
To prepare the cells for analysis, 23 105 cells were washed with PBS,
resuspended in 5 mmol/L EDTA/PBS and fixed by dropwise addition of an
equal volume of cold 100% ethanol. After 30 minutes at room temperature,
the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 8 minutes.
Following resuspension in 1 mL of 5 mmol/L EDTA/PBS, RNA was
digested with 10 µg DNAse-free RNAse (Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapo-
lis, IN) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Finally, the cells were stained
for cell cycle analysis by addition of PI to a final concentration of 100
µg/mL in 5 mmol/L EDTA/PBS for 45 minutes at room temperature.

Clonogenic assay

For quantitation of clonogenic progenitor cells, cells were plated at 13 103

cells/mL in 30% FCS/IMDM and 0.8% methlycellulose (Dow Chemicals,
Saddlebrook, NJ) supplemented with KL, IL-3, IL-6, erythropoietin (EPO,
6 U/mL) (Amgen), human G-CSF (100 ng/mL) (Amgen), 50 µmol/L
b-mercaptoethanol, 100 nm hemin, and 20 mmol/L glutamine. The cultures
were incubated for 14 days with humidity and 5% CO2. Colonies that
consisted of more than 50 cells were scored using a 4x objective on an
inverted microscope.

Delta assay

Following adenoviral infection and sorting, cells were cultured at 43 104

cells/mL in 20% IMDM supplemented with KL, IL-3, IL-6, EPO, and
G-CSF for 21 days. Every 7 days, the cells were harvested, counted, and
resuspended at 43 104 cells/mL.

Assays for primitive progenitors in long-term culture

CD341 cells were cocultured over the MS5 murine bone marrow stromal
cell line29 in 12.5% FCS/12.5% horse serum/IMDM supplemented with 7.9
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µg/mL monothioglycerol, 1026 mol/L hydrocortisone, 20 mmol/L gluta-
mine and 750 µg/mL gentamycin. The cultures were incubated at 37°C with
5% CO2 and demi-depopulated each week. After 5 weeks in culture, CAFCs
were quantified by counting cobblestone areas consisting of at least 8 phase
dark cells. Mean CAFC frequencies and the SEM were calculated from
triplicate or quadruplicate flasks. Progenitor cells within the nonadherent
and adherent layers were quantified at week 5 in clonogenic assays by
plating cells at 53 104 cells/mL as described above. Secondary CFU-Cs
were quantified as the sum of the progenitor cells in nonadherent and
adherent layers.

Results

Effect of cytokines on viability of adenoviral transduced
hematopoietic cells assessed in short-term assays

In order to study and optimize adenoviral transduction of HSCs, we
used AdGFP to mark transduced progenitor cells. Our laboratory
and others have shown that efficient adenoviral transduction of
CD341 cells requires infection at a high MOI.15,21,22However, each
of those studies also revealed that higher rates of transduction were
limited by cytotoxicity at MOIs of 500 and greater. To address the
problem of toxicity, we explored the potential for cytokines to
promote cell survival and proliferation during adenoviral infection.
In a series of experiments, CD341 cells were maintained in either
KL alone or in KL, FL, IL-1, and IL-3 during, and for 72 hours
following, AdGFP infection. The cells were not prestimulated with
cytokines prior to infection. Transduction was quantified by FACS
analysis 72 hours after infection. Our results show no significant
difference in transduction efficiency over a range of MOIs (100 to
100 000) when the cells were cultured in KL alone versus KL, FL,
IL-1, and IL-3 (Figure 1A). Moreover, the frequency of double-
positive (GFP1/CD341) cells was also identical for the 2 groups of
cells (Figure 1B).

At all MOIs tested, in 3 independent experiments, the viability
of cells was higher for cells cultured in the combination of 4
cytokines than in KL alone (Figure 1C). The disparity between the
2 groups increased with increasing MOIs and reached an average
difference greater than 20% at an MOI of 1000. Maximal absolute
transduction was achieved under the 4-cytokine condition (Figure
1D). At an MOI of 1000, there were approximately twice as many
GFP1 cells in the 4-cytokine culture as in the culture with KL
alone. The slight toxicity observed in the culture with 4 cytokines at
an MOI of 5000 may have been due to the addition of excess
glycerol (more than 10% of the culture media) from the viral stock
rather than to the AdGFP transduction per se. Additional experi-
ments (n5 7) demonstrated that the reduced viability of cells
transduced in KL alone was statistically significant (P 5 .016,
Student t test [Figure 1E]). To investigate the potential for
cytokines to protect CFU-C from cytotoxicity, CD341 cells were
either mock-infected or infected with AdGFP or a control vector
(AdNull) at an MOI of 1000 to 2000 before plating in methylcellu-
lose. Results from 7 independent experiments demonstrated adeno-
viral toxicity toward CFU-C when CD341 cells were cultured with
KL alone (Figure 1F). In contrast, no toxicity toward CFU-C was
observed when the infections were performed in the presence of
FL, K, IL-1, and IL-3. To further ensure that adenoviral transduc-
tion has no adverse effects under the 4-cytokine condition, cell
cycle compartments of AdNull-transduced progenitors were ana-
lyzed. Cell cycle parameters were resolved by FACS analysis of
PI-stained cells. Almost identical FACS profiles were obtained for
progenitor cells that were either mock-infected or infected at an

MOI of 2000 in the presence of the 4-cytokine cocktail (data not
shown). Together, these results indicate that culture in FL, KL,
IL-1, and IL-3 during adenoviral infection minimizes toxicity
toward progenitor cells, including primary CFU-C.

AdGFP transduction of mPB progenitor cells

The efficiency of AdGFP transduction of mPB-derived CD341

cells was assessed in a series of 23 experiments. CD341 cells were
transduced at various MOIs in the presence of KL, IL-1, IL-3, and
FL. The percentage of transduced cells at specific MOIs is shown in
Figure 2A. These results show considerable variation in the
transduction efficiency for different samples at given MOIs. This
variability appeared to be due to differences in the patient samples,
since consecutive leukapharesis samples from the same patient
were transduced with fairly reproducible efficiency (data not

Figure 1. The effect of cytokines on adenoviral vector–transduced progenitors.
In a series of experiments, progenitor cells were cultured either in KL alone h or in KL,
FL, IL-1, and IL-3 s during infection and for 72 hours posttransduction with AdGFP or
AdNull. At 3 days after initiation of the infection, FACS analysis, cell counts, and
colonogenic assays were performed. Viability was assessed using trypan blue. (A)
Total transduced cells in 1 representative experiment. (B) Transduced CD341 cells in
the same experiment shown in panel A. (C) Average cell viability evaluated from 3
experiments. (D) Average number of total transduced cells enumerated by multiplica-
tion of the percentage of transduced cells and the total number of viable cells in 3
experiments. (E) Average cell viability following either mock infection or adenoviral
infection at MOI 5 1000 enumerated from 7 independent experiments. The P value,
derived from Student t test, indicates a significant difference between mock-infected
cells and infected cells when cultured in KL alone. (F) Clonogenicity of progenitor
cells following adenoviral infection at MOI 5 1000. Values, expressed as a percent-
age of colonies derived from mock-infected cells, are the averages of 7 independent
tests. The P value, derived from Student t test, indicates a significant difference in the
cloning efficiency of infected cells compared with mock-infected cells when cultured
in KL alone. Error bars represent the SEM.
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shown). The average transduction efficiency and SEM at each MOI
tested is shown in Figure 2B.

We also evaluated the efficiency of AdGFP transduction of
CD341/CD382 cells. To make this determination, freshly isolated
CD341 cells were subject to 2 rounds of negative selection for
CD38 expression with the use of magnetic beads. Following this
procedure, 3.4% of the input cells remained in the negative
fraction. To confirm the efficiency of the separation procedure,
dual-color FACS analysis for CD34 and CD38 was performed
(Figure 3A-C). In the starting population, 6.4% of CD341 cells
were CD382. After the bead selection, 94% of the negative fraction
were CD341/CD382. Bead-separated CD341/CD382 and CD341/
CD381 cells were infected with AdGFP at various MOIs (up to
5000) in the presence of KL, FL, IL-1, and IL-3. FACS analysis for
GFP expression showed that the CD382 fraction was transduced
with a very similar efficiency to the CD381 fraction (Figure 3D).
However, there did appear to be some divergence in transduction at
the highest MOI tested. At an MOI of 5000, fewer CD382 cells
than CD381 cells were transduced.

Functional analysis of AdGFP-transduced progenitor cells

We next sought to functionally define the subsets of progenitors
that could be transduced with AdGFP at a high MOI. For these
determinations, CD341 cells were infected with AdGFP at an MOI
of 2000 in the presence of the 4-cytokine cocktail. At 72 hours
postinfection, the bulk of the cells were sorted by flow cytometry
into transduced (GFP1) and nontransduced (GFP2) fractions. An
aliquot of nonsorted infected cells (AdGFP) was used as a control.

In one experiment (experiment 1) GFP1 cells were sorted into 3
subsets (low, medium, and high) according to levels of GFP
expression. FACS profiles demonstrating the sorting gates are
shown in Figure 4A. Sort purities were greater than 90% for the
GFP1 fraction, and fewer than 1% of GFP1 cells contaminated the
GFP2 fraction (Figure 4B-D).

AdGFP transduction efficiencies and CFU-C content of sorted
populations are shown in Table 1. In these experiments, the average
transduction efficiency for the total population was 54%6 7%.
The average number of CFU-Cs in the GFP1 and GFP2 popula-
tions, calculated from 7 experiments, are shown in Figure 5. These
data show that 456 17% of the total primary CFU-Cs were
transduced. The GFP1 fraction was enriched for erythroid progeni-
tors, indicating that erythroid progenitors were more readily
transduced. CFU-GM and CFU-granulocyte/erythroid/megakaryo-
cyte/macrophage (GEMM) appeared to be more resistant to
transduction. Assessment of the CFU-C content of sort fractions
expressing low, medium, and high levels of GFP indicated that the
majority of transduced CFU-Cs expressed low to medium levels of
GFP (Figure 5A). Cells expressing high levels of GFP had a low
cloning efficiency, which suggests this fraction of cells is a more
differentiated subset.

Proliferation of sorted populations was also evaluated in
cytokine-driven liquid media (delta culture, Figure 6). Delta assay
demonstrated that the proliferative ability of AdGFP cells was not
different from the proliferative ability of mock-infected or GFP2

cells, confirming that AdGFP transduction was not toxic to the
CD341 cells under the conditions employed. The more limited
expansion of GFP1 cells in liquid culture is consistent with a lower
CFU-C content in this fraction (Figure 5A).

We have demonstrated efficient transduction of CD341/CD382

cells (Figure 3D). However, only a fraction of CD341/CD382

exhibit properties of HSCs in functional assays.6,30,31 Moreover,
both the CD381 and the CD382 fraction were previously shown to
contain similar numbers of long-term culture–initiating cells

Figure 2. Transduction efficiencies for mPB CD34 1 cells. (A) Transduction
efficiency as determined by FACs analysis of mPB CD341 cells infected with AdGFP
at various MOIs in 23 independent experiments. Different symbols indicate values
obtained in distinct experiments. (B) Average transduction efficiency at given MOIs.
Each point was derived from 3 to 11 independent transductions. Error bars represent
the SEM.

Figure 3. AdGFP transduction of CD38 6 subsets of mPB CD34 1 cells. (A) The
purity of CD341/CD381 and CD341/CD382 selected cells was analyzed by dual color
FACs immediately after separation with the use of magnetic beads. (A) Total cells
stained with FITC- and PE-labeled isotype control antibodies. (B) Total cells stained
with PE-conjugated anti-CD34 and FITC-conjugated anti-CD38 antibodies. (C)
CD382 subset following negative bead selection, stained with anti-CD34 and
FITC-conjugated anti-CD38 antibodies. (D) Transduction of CD341/CD381 (h)
and CD341/CD382 (s) cells as assessed by FACs analysis 3 days after infection
with AdGFP.
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(LTC-ICs).32 We determined that 6.4% of CD341 cells in an mPB
sample were CD382 (Figure 3), whereas week-5 CFU-Cs within
this sample and our other mPB samples were detected at frequen-
cies of less than 1% (data not shown). To more accurately
investigate transduction of primitive HPCs, sorted populations
were assessed in LTC. The week-5 CFU-Cs (secondary CFU-Cs)
and CAFCs contained in sorted fractions were quantified in 5
independent experiments (Table 2). Week-5 CFU-Cs and CAFCs
are primitive HPCs that are essentially the same as LTC-ICs.

However, we do not use the term LTC-ICs since quantitations were
not performed by limiting dilution analysis, as in the LTC-IC assay.
The average efficiency of transduction of primitive subsets of cells
are represented in Figure 7A. These results demonstrate transduc-
tion of a significant number of primitive cells: 336 13% of week-5
CAFCs and 186 3% of secondary CFU-Cs.

To assess toxicity toward primitive progenitor cells, average
values for week-5 CFU-Cs and CAFCs were calculated for AdGFP
and mock-infected cells with the use of data shown in Table 2 and
additional data (not shown). Week-5 CAFCs were quantitatively
similar in mock and AdGFP cultures. However, AdGFP cultures
generated fewer week-5 CFU-Cs (Figure 7B). On average, there
was a 40% reduction in the week-5 CFU-C content of AdGFP
cultures (P , .01, Studentt test). These results clearly indicate that
the adenoviral infections were detrimental to primitive HPCs. The
ratio of week-5 CFU-Cs to CAFCs is indicative of the proliferative
potential of primitive cells. The week-5 CFU-Cs/CAFCs ratio for
the AdGFP, mock, GFP1, and GFP2 populations are represented in
Figure 7C. In comparison with mock-infected cells, the week-5
CFU-Cs/CAFCs ratio was significantly reduced for AdGFP and
GFP1 cells (P , .05, Studentt test), but not significantly different
for the GFP2 group. Thus, adenoviral toxicity toward primitive
progenitors appears to be due to reduced proliferative ability of the
transduced subset.

Discussion

Toward the goal of efficient gene transfer to HSCs, we have
investigated adenoviral gene transfer to CD341 cells with emphasis
on functional evaluation of transduction and toxicity. According to
previous reports, cytotoxicity, resulting from exposure to high
concentrations of adenoviral vectors, presents a limitation to the
extent of gene transfer to CD341 cells.15,21,22In the present report,
we confirm that freshly isolated CD341 cells exposed to adenoviral
vectors at MOIs of 500 or greater have a reduced cloning efficiency
and undergo cell death. These toxic effects were observed when
progenitor cells were cultured in the absence of cytokines (data not
shown) or in the presence of KL alone during adenoviral vector
transduction. The adverse effects of adenoviral infection observed
in short-term assays were minimized by culturing progenitor cells
in a combination of 4 cytokines: KL, FL, IL-1, and IL-3. Culture in
the 4-cytokine combination did not affect the vector-transduction
efficiency, but rescued CD341 cells from cell death and thereby
enabled infection at high MOIs, resulting in maximal absolute
transduction. When CD341 cells were transduced at an MOI of
2000 with either AdGFP or AdNull in the presence of the
4-cytokine combination, there was no reduction in cloning effi-
ciency or expansion ability in liquid culture and no change in cell
cycle status. The exact cytokine or cytokines responsible for this
protective effect warrant further investigation. In preliminary
experiments, we found that only the 4-cytokine combination—not
a 2- or 3-cytokine cocktail—rescued the cells from adeno-
virus-associated toxicity (data not shown). Previous reports indi-
cate that in other cell types, adenovirus infection induces cell
cycle arrest.24,25 It is plausible that the 4-cytokine combination,
which very effectively induces cell cycling, overrides a growth-
inhibitory effect in HPCs. In contrast to multiple-cytokine cock-
tails, KL alone protects progenitors from apoptosis and does not
induce cell cycling.33,34

Unfortunately, the 4-cytokine combination failed to protect

Figure 4. Flow cytometric sorting of transduced progenitor cells. CD341 mPB
cells were transduced with AdGFP at an MOI of 2000. (A) An example of sorting gates
set to collect GFP2 and total GFP1 cells as well as GFP1 cells that exhibited high,
medium, and low fluorescence. Post-sort FACS analysis was performed to
check the purity of the sort. (B) Mock-infected cells. (C) GFP1 sorted cells. (D) GFP2

sorted cells.
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more primitive progenitors from adenoviral toxicity. Our investiga-
tions revealed that primitive progenitors, quantified as week-5
CAFCs, had a diminished cloning efficiency following exposure to
adenovirus at an MOI of 2000. This was reflected as a 40%
reduction in secondary CFU-Cs and a lower ratio of week-5
CFU/CAFCs for AdGFP compared with mock-infected cells.
Furthermore, these antiproliferative effects were apparent only in
the transduced subset (GFP1) of the infected cells, indicating that
toxicity was a direct consequence of adenoviral transduction.
Perhaps alternative cytokine combinations will be required to
protect primitive HPCs from the adverse effects of adenovirus
infection. For example, inclusion of thrombopoietin, which is a
very potent early-acting cytokine,35 may be useful toward this goal.
In relation to toxicity toward primitive HPCs, it may also be useful
to investigate the effects of further modified adenoviruses, such as
vectors with E4 deletion. The E4 region was recently shown to be
responsible for the growth-inhibitory effect of adenovirus in
endothelial cells.25

Although adenoviral vectors can efficiently transduce nonprolif-
erating cells, it is conceivable that proliferating cells express higher
levels of the cell surface receptors and integrins that facilitate
adenoviral attachment and entry. In an attempt to increase adenovi-
ral transduction of CD341 cells, other investigators prestimulated
CD341 cells with cytokine combinations that included IL-3,
granulocyte–macrophage colony stimulating factor and macro-
phage–colony stimulating factor.36 Those investigators reported
up-regulation ofavb3 and avb5 integrins, but no significant
increase in transduction efficiency was noted for the prestimulated
cells. Similarly, we found that 72 hours’ prestimulation with KL,
FL, IL-1, and IL-3 had no significant effect on transduction
efficiency (data not shown). Thus, it appears that the singular role

of cytokines in adenoviral transduction of CD341 cells may be to
protect the cells from toxicity.

At an MOI of 2000 and in the presence of KL, FL, IL-1, and
IL-3, up to 79% of the total CD341 cells from mPB were
transduced. However, there was great variation in the percentage of
cells that were transduced under these conditions. The average
transduction efficiency at an MOI of 2000 was 496 17%. The
variability in transduction efficiency appeared to be due to differ-
ences in the patient samples since consecutive leukapharesis
samples from the same patient were transduced with fairly
reproducible efficiency (data not shown). It would be of interest to
further explore variations in susceptibility to adenovirus infection
in search of a correlation with sample or patient characteristics.

Adenoviral transduction of HPCs is a controversial issue.37 On
the basis of an observation that bone marrow cells were seemingly
resistant to adenoviral infection at MOIs that efficiently transduce
tumor cells, adenoviral vectors were proposed as being useful for
purging bone marrow of tumor cells.38-40 Those studies are in
apparent contrast to the present investigations and previous reports
that demonstrated transduction of CD341 cells.15,21,22This discrep-
ancy is probably a reflection of the relatively high MOIs required
for efficient transduction of CD341 cells. Thus far, attempts to
demonstrate adenoviral transduction of more primitive subsets of
progenitor cells are limited to phenotypic analyses.21,22 In those
studies, infected CD341 cells were cultured for a few days before
tri-color FACS analysis was performed to simultaneously resolve
CD34, CD38, and transgene expression. Results from those
investigations suggest that transduction of CD382 cells parallels
transduction of the total CD341 cells. However, those results may
overestimate transduction of HSCs since (1) cultured cells with the
CD341CD382 are not necessarily stem cells because the CD38

Table 1. CFU-C contained in AdGFP-infected subpopulations

Sort
no.

Transduction
efficiency* Population† GEMM

Total colonies/100 000 input cells‡

TotalGM Erythroid

1 54.4% AdGFP 1100 6 67 1600 6 267 18 167 6 1022 20 867 6 1111

GFP2 608 6 132 426 6 132 7205 6 517 8239 6 780

GFP1 462 6 136 435 6 109 4162 6 462 5059 6 490

Mock 1000 6 333 1067 6 311 1533 6 844 17 400 6 1200

2 47.4% AdGFP 9033 6 556 4883 6 511 5800 6 1133 19 717 6 2089

GFP1 2486 6 448 1495 6 280 3595 6 157 7567 6 767

Mock 9333 6 1844 3317 6 111 4800 6 333 17 450 6 1533

3 50.8% AdGFP 352 6 0 939 6 98 396 6 117 1687 6 215

GFP2 117 6 17 787 6 84 201 6 0 1105 6 67

GFP1 86 6 14 280 6 29 162 6 43 528 6 29

4 50.9% AdGFP 2500 6 200 7433 6 356 16 500 6 133 26 433 6 1244

GFP2 1257 6 174 4459 6 392 9522 6 152 15 239 6 359

GFP1 408 6 170 1581 6 340 7089 6 272 9078 6 612

Mock 2500 6 800 7333 6 178 14 533 6 2756 24 366 6 2111

5 68.5% AdGFP 533 6 111 5500 6 267 4133 6 311 10 166 6 311

GFP2 144 6 14 3348 6 124 1715 6 117 5208 6 227

GFP1 437 6 61 3818 6 307 4508 6 153 8763 6 368

Mock 1383 6 211 5000 6 400 11 533 6 3911 17 916 6 3622

6 55.7% AdGFP 11 950 6 767 6216 6 244 8616 6 478 26 783 6 411

GFP2 6718 6 374 2510 6 521 3307 6 452 12 138 6 487

GFP1 4753 6 87 2692 6 321 6888 6 173 14 333 6 360

Mock 10 316 6 778 5775 6 350 12 333 6 1089 28 425 6 2033

*Percentage of GFP1 in the transduced, unsorted sample.
†CD341 progenitor cells were infected with AdGFP at an MOI of 2000 and sorted into GFP1 and GFP2 fractions by flow cytometry. Mock-infected cells and an aliquot of

infected cells that was not sorted (AdGFP) served as controls.
‡Values for GFP1 and GFP2 fractions are absolute numbers per 100 000 input cells calculated from week-5 CFU-C or week-5 CAFC frequency per 100 000 input cells and

initial transduction efficiency.
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antigen is modulated in culture7 and (2) multicolor FACS analysis
poses considerable technical challenges and false-positive results
may ensue. Thus, to demonstrate transduction of the CD341/
CD382subset of mPB cells, we took a slightly different approach,
in which the transduction was performed on a freshly purified
CD341/CD382 subset. The results shown herein support the
conclusion that transduction of CD341/CD382 population is
similar to transduction of total CD341 cells at MOIs of 100 to
1000. At an MOI of 5000, transduction was slightly higher for the

total CD341 cells compared with the CD341/CD382 fraction,
suggesting that there may be a limit to the percentage of CD382

progenitors that can be transduced. Nonetheless, these results
demonstrate relatively efficient transduction of CD341/CD382

cells and contrast with data from retroviral transductions whereby
transduction of CD382 subsets is approximately fivefold less than
transduction of the overall CD341 population.41

Figure 5. CFU-Cs in sorted AdGFP-infected cells. After sorting for GFP expres-
sion, colony assays were performed to assess CFU-C content of the fractionated
cells. (A) Values represent the total number of CFU-Cs (calculated as frequency of
CFU-Cs 3 the percentage of cells in each fraction) in GFP1 and GFP2 fractions
relative to the total CFU-Cs in the control (AdGFP) population. Error bars
indicate SEM from 6 independent experiments. (B) Total CFU-Cs in GFP1 fractions
exhibiting low, medium, and high fluorescence in experiment 1. Values were
calculated as the CFU-C frequency 3 the percentage of cells in each fraction. CFU-C
frequency is an average calculated from triplicate plates. Error bars represent
the SEM.

Figure 6. Expansion of GFP fractionated cells in delta culture. AdGFP-
transduced and sorted cells from experiment 3 were cultured in KL, IL-3, IL-6, EPO,
and G-CSF for 21 days. Each week, cells were harvested from triplicate wells and
counted. [k] 5 Mock, [q] 5 AdGFP, [s] 5 GFP-, and [n] 5 GFP1.

Table 2. Primitive progenitors in AdGFP-infected subsets

Sort
no.

Transduction
efficiency* Population†

Week 5

CFU-Cs‡ CAFCs‡
Ratio CFU-Cs/

CAFCs

2 47.42% AdGFP 1509 6 132 848 6 74 1.7

GFP2 959 6 114 464 6 98 2.0

GFP1 270 6 56 214 6 30 1.2

Mock 2462 6 474 973 6 173 2.5

4 50.9% AdGFP 912 6 94 707 6 109 1.3

GFP2 1097 6 179 439 6 32 2.5

GFP1 135 6 22 95 6 4.5 1.4

Mock 1335 6 400 627 6 76 2.2

5 68.5% AdGFP NR 80 6 36 NR

GFP2 48 6 28 95 6 16 0.5

GFP1 17 6 7 52 6 21 0.3

Mock 394 6 138 199 6 28 2.0

6 55.7% AdGFP 756 6 442 704 6 160 1.1

GFP2 NR 584 6 35 NR

GFP1 167 6 52 217 6 14 0.8

Mock NR 954.7 6 124 NR

7 45.8% AdGFP 717 6 16 1767 6 142 0.4

GFP2 1443 6 274 1219 6 334 1.1

GFP1 NR 543 6 39 NR

Mock 1459 6 204 1823 6 389 0.8

NR indicates no result.
*Percentage of GFP1 in the transduced, unsorted sample.
†CD341 progenitor cells were infected with AdGFP at an MOI of 2000 and sorted

into GFP1 and GFP2 fractions by flow cytometry. Mock-infected cells and an aliquot
of infected cells that was not sorted (AdGFP) served as controls.

‡Values for GFP1 and GFP2 are calculated from week-5 CFU-C or CAFC
frequency per 100 000 input cells at week 5 and transduction efficiency.
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Although substantial evidence indicates that CD341/CD382

cells are enriched for primitive progenitors,6,30,31 a recent report
suggested that LTC-ICs and repopulating cells of nonobese diabetic
mice with severe combined immunodeficiency disease are simi-
larly distributed between CD381 and CD382 fractions of CD341

cells.32 Therefore, in order to more accurately quantify adenoviral
transduction of primitive hematopoietic cells, we functionally
analyzed primary CFU-Cs as well as week-5 (secondary) CFU-Cs
and CAFC content of FACS-sorted transduced cells. In sorting
experiments, where the overall CD341 cell transduction frequency
was around 54%, approximately 456 17% of the input primary
CFU-Cs, 336 13% of week-5 CAFCs, and 186 3% of secondary
CFU-Cs were detected in GFP1 fractions following FACS sorting.
However, since AdGFP infection inhibited proliferation of primi-
tive cells, we consider our secondary CFU-C results an underesti-
mate of transduction. The percentage of week-5 CFU-Cs that were
transduced is probably closer to the transduction efficiency enumer-
ated for CAFCs.

The frequency of transduction of CAFCs indicated that the
more primitive progenitor cells were not as efficiently transduced
as the total progenitor pool. These results are not entirely consistent
with the results from the CD341/CD382 experiment and suggest
that the CD341/CD382 analysis may overestimate the efficiency of
transduction of primitive hematopoietic progenitor cells. The
frequency of adenoviral vector transduction of CAFCs shown
herein compares favorably with reports demonstrating inefficient
retroviral transduction of primitive hematopoietic cells.1-4 This
may be due partially to the ability of adenoviral vectors to
transduce nondividing cells. In contrast to adenoviruses, transduc-
tion by MLV-type retroviral vectors (which are to date the most
commonly employed retroviral vectors) is strictly dependent upon
timely cell division.8,9 Also, expression of adenoviral receptors
may be less restricted than retroviral receptors on primitive
hematopoietic cells.12

Adenoviral vectors would be most useful for HSC transductions
where transient, high-level transgene expression is required. For
example, adenoviral vectors could be employed to express cyto-
kines or cytokine receptors to manipulate HSC self-renewal or
differentiation during ex-vivo expansion or bone marrow transplan-
tation. Adenoviral vectors could also be used to express retroviral
receptors on CD341 cells.42 Retroviral transduction of CD341 cells
via an adenovirally expressed receptor would exploit the advan-
tages of both retroviral and adenoviral transductions; primitive
cells would be efficiently transduced by the adenoviral vector, and
the retroviral transgene would be integrated into the host cell
genome and therefore passed on to all daughter cells. The present
investigations provide important information for the application of
adenoviral vectors in these applications. We have described herein
means for minimizing some of the toxicity associated with
adenoviral infection of HPCs and provide the first functional and
quantitative evidence of adenoviral transduction of primitive
HPCs. However, in order for adenoviral vectors to become a safe
option for HSC gene therapy, future investigations should focus on
protecting primitive progenitors from the antiproliferative effects
of adenoviral transduction.
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Figure 7. Week-5 CFU-Cs and CAFCs in sorted AdGFP-infected cells. (A) After
sorting for GFP expression, long-term cultures were performed to assess primitive
progenitors in the fractionated cells. Relative number of secondary CFU-Cs and
CAFCs in sorted fractions, calculated as the frequency of secondary CFU-Cs or
CAFCs 3 the percentage of cells in GFP1 [j] and GFP2 [N] fractions divided by the
total secondary CFU-Cs and CAFCs in the control (AdGFP) population. (B) Average
number of week-5 CAFCs (n 5 6) and CFU-Cs (n 5 4) for AdGFP (nonsorted) [§]
and mock-infected [h] cells. Values were calculated from data shown in Table 2 and
additional data not shown. (C) The average ratio of week-5 CFU-Cs to week-5
CAFCs calculated from values shown in Table 2. Error bars indicate SEM.
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